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1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the fractals appearing in probabilistic articles are usually topo-
logical spaces with self-similar structures. The pioneering works are by
Goldstein, Kusuoka, Barlow and Perkins, and Kigami, among others.
Goldstein [5] and Kusuoka [9] ﬁrst constructed Brownian motion on the
Sierpin´ski gasket independently of one another. Barlow and Perkins [1]
obtained a remarkable estimate on its transition probability density with
respect to an appropriate Hausdorff measure. Kigami [7, 8] constructed
the Laplacian on the Sierpin´ski gasket (later extended to a p.c.f. fractal)
from the analytic point of view and using the theory of Dirichlet forms.
A few years ago, Denker and Sato [2, 3] initiated the study of the
relationship between one of the best known examples of a fractal set, the
Sierpin´ski gasket, and a Martin exit boundary; that is to say, the Sierpin´ski
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gasket is represented as the Martin boundary of a Markov chain and har-
monic functions have an integral representation using the Martin kernel
of a certain canonical random walk. This result may be considered as a
new concept which provides another approach to harmonic analysis as
described in the works mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
In this paper, we extend the results of Denker and Sato (see [3] to the
modulo 5 Markov chain. We show that the modulo 5 fractal which is homeo-
morphic to the pentakun (the self-similar pentagon) agrees with the Martin
boundary of an appropriately chosen Markov chain.
Superﬁcially, the pentakun is similar to the Sierpin´ski gasket as a
geometric structure in 2, but, in reality, they are radically different in
the behavior of their critical sets as p.c.f. self-similar sets and in the graph
structure (which is associated with a Markov chain) of the underlying
discrete state space.
The purpose of this paper is to describe an estimate of the Martin kernel
(heuristically, the normalized Green function) of a modulo 5 Markov chain
and to represent the modulo 5 fractal as a Martin boundary.
Let  = −2−1 0 1 2 be the alphabet of ﬁve letters and a module
with additive operator ⊕ of modulus 5, n the collection of words consisting
of n symbols, and ∞ the one-sided inﬁnite sequences. For w ∈  ∪ ∞,
we deﬁne the conjugate w# of w by
w# =
{
w0σd/2	a
σ−d/2	a
k if w = w0aσd	a
k d ∈ −2 2,
w otherwise,
(1.1)
and an equivalence relation ∼ on  ∪ ∞ by x = y or x# = y, where
 = ∪∞n=0n a ∈ w0 ∈  , and σp	a
 = a⊕ p.
We denote by 	Xn
n∈0 the Markov chain with state space  and sta-
tionary transition probabilities
p	wwa
 = p	ww#a
 =
{
1/10 if w = w# a ∈ ,
1/5 if w = w# a ∈ . (1.2)
The Green function g	vw
 on  is given by
g	vw
 = p	l	w
 − l	v
 vw

= ∑
u∈
p	l	w
 − l	v
 − 1 vu
p	uw
 (1.3)
where l	w
 denotes the length of w and where g	vw
 = δvw whenever
l	v
 = l	w
. We should note that this formal symbol space and operations
are analogous to the treatment given by Denker and Sato for the Sierpin´ski
gasket.
As a consequence of deﬁnitions (1.1)–(1.3), we became aware that the
key to the estimation of the Green function is the behavior of the difference,
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as an additive operator on the module, of the last two different letters in a
word, in particular, whether they are 2 (or −2) or not. The investigation is
based on this interesting discovery.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we ﬁrst give
basic deﬁnitions and deﬁne the Martin function, called the Martin kernel.
Next, we deﬁne the conjugate area and the non-conjugate area for one
ﬁxed word and derive the ﬁrst result which is the estimation of the Martin
kernels of the natural modulo 5 Markov chain by considering the difference
between two letters and the determination of a p-partial for the ancestor
of a word. In Section 3, as a corollary to [3, 4], we show that ∞/∼ is
homeomorphic to the Martin boundary and also a space of exits using our
result in Section 2.
2. THE MODULO 5 MARKOV CHAIN
In this section, we study the symbolic representation of the modulo 5
fractal which is homeomorphic to the pentakun. We deﬁne the state space
for the natural Markov chain and derive basic properties.
2.1. Preliminaries
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let  = −2−1 0 1 2 be an alphabet of ﬁve letters
and let 0 =  ∪ 0. We consider  as a module with addition mod 5,
denoted by ⊕.
The following deﬁnitions give some basic concepts and notation.
(1) Let ∞ be the space of one-sided inﬁnite sequences.
(2) For n ∈ 0, let n be the collection of words consisting of n
symbols. In particular, 0 = , where  denotes the empty word. Then
the word space is deﬁned by  = + ∪ , where + = ∪∞n=1n.
(3) For n ∈ 0 ∪ ∞, the length of a word is deﬁned by l	x
 = n,
where x ∈ n.
(4) The product of two words is deﬁned by xy = x1x2 · · ·xny1y2 · · ·,
where x = x1x2 · · ·xn ∈  and y = y1y2 · · · ∈  ∪ ∞.
(5) The nth power of a letter is deﬁned by xn = xx · · ·x︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times
where n ∈
 ∪ ∞ and x ∈ .
(6) Let w = w1w2 · · ·wn ∈ +. Then we deﬁne
w− =
{
w1w2 · · ·wn if n ≥ 2,
 if n = 1.
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(7) For ﬁxed p ∈ , we deﬁne the function σp  →  by σp	a
 =
a⊕ p.
(8) For a ﬁnite word w = w1w2 · · ·wl	w
 ∈ +, deﬁne τ	w
 = wl	w

to be the last letter of w.
Next, we deﬁne the conjugate of a word using a kind of involution. We
set  = ◦ ∪#, where ◦ = −1 0 1 and # = −2 2.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let w ∈  ∪∞. Then the conjugate w# of w is deﬁned
by
w# =
{
w0σd/2	a
σ−d/2	a
k if w = w0aσd	a
k d ∈ #,
w otherwise ,
(2.1)
where k ∈  ∪ ∞ a ∈ , and w0 ∈  . We note that w## = w for any
w ∈  ∪ ∞.
Deﬁne the function θ of x ∈  by θ	x
 = 1+ δx x# .
We deﬁne an equivalence relation ∼ on  ∪ ∞ by x ∼ y ⇐⇒ x = y or
x = y#. Hence we can deﬁne the modulo 5 fractal by ∞/∼.
For a ﬁxed alphabet  = −2−1 0 1 2, the Markov chain will be
deﬁned by the following transition probabilities p	· ·
 on  × , so it has
state space  .
Deﬁnition 2.3. (1) We denote by 	Xn
n∈0 the Markov chain state
space  and deﬁne the transition probabilities by
p	wwa
 = p	ww#a
 = θ	w
/10 (2.2)
where w ∈  and a ∈ .
We deﬁne  = 	Xn
n∈0 as the natural Markov chain for the modulo 5
fractal, called the modulo 5 Markov chain.
(2) The nth step transition probabilities on  are deﬁned recursively
by
p	0 vw
 = δvw
p	n vw
 =∑u∈ p	n− 1 vu
p	uw
 vw ∈   n ∈  (2.3)
2.2. The Green Function and the Martin Kernel
The goal of this section is to estimate the Martin function, called the
Martin kernel, deﬁned in (2.5). The key to the estimation is the difference
between two letters and the determination of a p-partial for the ancestor
of a word.
We ﬁrst deﬁne the Green function and the Martin kernel. As a conse-
quence of (2.3), we have p	n vw
 > 0 only if l	w
 − l	v
 = n; hence the
Green function g on  is well deﬁned by
g	vw
 =
∞∑
n=0
p	n vw
 = p	l	w
 − l	v
 vw
 (2.4)
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Lemma 2.4. Let x y ∈  such that l	x
 < l	y
. Then we have
g	x y
 = 1
10
{
g	x y−
 + g	x 	y−
#
}
Proof. It immediately follows from the fact that Anc1y = y− 	y−
#.
Lemma 2.5. Let x ∈  . Then we have g	 x
 = 1/5l	x
.
Proof. Using induction over l	x
, the assertion follows immediately. In
the case of l	x
 ≤ 1, the lemma is an immediate consequence of (2.2). We
now assume g	 x
 = 1/5l	x
. Let y ∈  such that l	y
 = l	x
 and let
a ∈ . Then by Lemma 2.4 we have
g	 ya
 = g	 y
/10+ g	 y#
/10
= 1/10× 1/5l	y
 + 1/10× 1/5l	y#

= 1/10× 1/5l	y
 + 1/10× 1/5l	y

= 1/5l	y
+1
The lemma is proved.
Referring to [3, 4] and the above lemma, the Martin kernel on  is
deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 2.6. The Martin kernel (for g) on  is deﬁned by
k	vw
 = g	vw
/g	w
 = 5l	w
g	vw
 (2.5)
A word v is called an ancestor of w if g	vw
 > 0	⇔ k	vw
 > 0
. In
particular, if g	vw
 > 0 and l	w
 − l	v
 = , then w is called an -ancestor
of w. We denote the collection of -ancestors of w by Ancw.
The following proposition will play an important role throughout this
paper. It states that the ancestor of an arbitrary ﬁnite word lies in the
neighborhood of its ﬁrst letter.
Proposition 2.7. Let x y ∈  such that y = x−a0a1a2 · · · a, where
aj ∈  j = 0 1 2     , and  ∈ 0. Then we have
Ancy ∪ Ancy#  ⊂
⋃
p∈◦
{
x−σp	a0
 	x−σp	a0

#
}
 (2.6)
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Proof. We shall prove the proposition by induction over . We set a1 =
a0 ⊕ d. In the case  = 1, by (2.3) and (2.4),
0 < g	v xa1

= p	1 v xa1

= p	0 v x
p	x xa1
 + p	0 v x#
p	x# xa1
 (2.7)
which implies Anc1xa1 = x x#. On the other hand, by (2.1),
	xa1
# =
{
xa1 if d ∈ ◦,
x−σd/2	a0
σ−d/2	a0
 if d ∈ #
and by the same argument as above, we have
Anc1
[	xa1
#] =
{ x x# if d ∈ ◦,{
x−σd/2	a0
 	x−σd/2	a0

#
}
if d ∈ #.
Since d/2 ∈ ◦ whenever d ∈ #, we obtain that (2.6) is true for  =
1. Assume that (2.6) is true for . Then, for a+1 ∈ , by the induction
hypothesis and (2.3),
Anc+1y+1 = Ancy ∪ Ancy# 
⊂ ⋃
p∈◦
x−σp	a0
 	x−σp	a0

#
and
Anc
[	x−a0a1 · · · a+1
#] ⊂ ⋃
p∈◦
{
xσp	a1
 	xσp	a1

#
}
 (2.8)
Hence, by (2.8), we have, for a1 = σq	a0
,
Anc+1y#+1 =
⋃
z∈Ancy#+1
Anc1z
⊂ ⋃
p∈◦
Anc1xσp⊕q	a0
 ∪ Anc1	xσp⊕q	a0

#
=


⋃
p∈0q
x−σp	a0
 	x−σp	a0

# if q ∈ ◦,⋃
p∈◦
x−σp	a0
 	x−σp	a0

# if q ∈ #,
and thus the proposition follows.
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Consequently, we have
g	xu
 = ∑
z∈Ancku
p	− k x z
p	k zu

= ∑
p∈◦
{
g	x y−−kσp	a−k

g	y−−kσp	a−k
u

+ g	x 	y−−kσp	a−k

#
g		y−−kσp	a−k

#u

}
for any u ∈ ∪q∈◦y− σq	a
 	y− σq	a

# and 1 ≤ k ≤ .
This leads us to the deﬁnition of a p-partial and the neighborhood of a
word.
Deﬁnition 2.8. Let x ∈  . Then a p-partial of x is deﬁned by
Up	x
 = x−σp	τ	x

 	x−σp	τ	x


#
Furthermore, the neighborhood of x is deﬁned by
U	x
 = ⋃
p∈◦
x−σp	τ	x

 	x−σp	τ	x


# =
⋃
p∈◦
Up	x

For ak ∈  k ∈ , we deﬁne dk = ak+1 − ak. dk is called the difference
between letters ak and ak+1. Note that dk is also -valued.
Deﬁnition 2.9. Let x ∈  such that x = a1a2 · · · aa+1, where aj ∈
 j = 1 2      + 1, and  ∈ . The part of x from a1 to a1+2 is called
the conjugate area (resp. the non-conjugate area) if dk ∈ # (resp. dk ∈ ◦)
for 1 ≤ ∀k ≤ 1 + 2 − 1, where 1 2 ∈ 1 2      with 1 + 2 ≤ + 1.
Henceforth we will take ◦ as the representative element of /3 when
no confusion can arise. Deﬁne the map ϕ ◦ → ◦ by ϕ	
 = −. Since
the projection  onto ◦ is well deﬁned, we may assume that the domain
of ϕ is .
The following lemma is the cornerstone of our discussion in the conju-
gate area. This lemma states that one fundamental difference between two
letters is the sequence in which 2 and −2 appear alternately.
We set d∗ = d/2 for d ∈ #.
Lemma 2.10. Let x y ∈  such that y = xa1a2 · · · a = x−a0a1a2 · · · a,
where aj ∈  j = 0 1 2      dk ∈ # k = 0 1      − 1, and  ∈ .
Then we have
(1) Ancy =


⋃
p∈0 d∗0	1−δ1 

Up	x
 if  = 1 2,
−2⋃
k=1
⋃
p∈0 d∗0 −d∗0δdk−1 dk
Up	x
 if  ≥ 3
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and
Ancy# 
=


Ud∗0 	x
 if  = 1,⋃
p∈0−d∗0δd0 d1
Up	x
 if  = 2,⋃
p∈0 d∗0 −d∗0	δd1 d2−δd0 d1 

Up	x
 if  = 3,
−3⋃
k=1
⋃
p∈0 d∗0 −d∗0δdk−1 dk −d∗0	δd−2  d−1−δd−3 d−2 

Up	x
 if  ≥ 4.
Consequently, if dk = d0	−1
k, then we have, for q ∈ ◦ and v ∈ Uq	x
,
(2) k	v y
 =
5l	v
θ	v

6
(
1+ ϕ	d∗0q− 1
 +
2ϕ	d∗0q+ 1
	−1

2
)
.
(3) k	v y# 
 =
5l	v
θ	v

6
(
1+ ϕ	d∗0q− 1
 −
4ϕ	d∗0q+ 1
	−1

2
)
.
(4) k	v 	y− σd∗−1	τ	y


#

= 5
l	v
θ	v

6
(
1+ ϕ	d∗0q− 1

− 6ϕ	d
∗
0q− 1
 + 3+ 	−1
ϕ	d∗0q+ 1

2
)

Proof. We shall ﬁrst prove that if dk = d0	−1
k, then
Ancy =
⋃
p∈0d∗0	1−δ1 

Up	x

and
Ancy#  =
⋃
p∈d∗0δ1d∗0	1−δ2 

Up	x
 (2.9)
We only show (2.9) the case where  ≥ 3. Note that
y3 = xσd0	a0
a0σd0	a0
 whence y#3 = xσd0	a0
σd∗0 	a0
σ−d∗0 	a0

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In the case  = 3, by the same argument as that in (2.7), we can construct
the following diagram:
y3 y
#
3
↑ ↖ ↑
	xσd0	a0
a0
#=xσd∗0 	a0
σ−d0	a0

xσd0	a0
a0 xσd0	a0
σd∗0 	a0

↑ ↑ ↖↗ ↑
xσd∗0 	a0
 xσd0	a0

	xσd0	a0

#
=x−σd∗0 	a0
σ−d∗0 	a0

↑ ↖↗ ↑ ↗↖
x x# x−σd∗0 	a0
 	x−σd∗0 	a0

#
transition diagram for  = 3 d0 ∈ # and d1 = −d0 (2.10)
which corresponds to (2.9) for  = 3. Assume that (2.9) is true for  	≥3
.
Then, by the induction hypothesis,
Ancxa1a2a3 · · · a+1 = Anc
[	xa1a2a3 · · · a+1
#]
= ⋃
p∈0d∗1
Up	xa1

so that we have Ancy+1 = Ancy#+1 = ∪p∈0d∗1Up	x−a0a1
, and since
d0 = −d1 and Anc+1y+1 = Anc1Ancy+1, we have
Anc+1y+1 = Anc+1y#+1 =
⋃
z∈xa1	xa1
#xσd∗1 	a1
	xσd∗1 	a1


#
Anc1z
= ⋃
z∈xa1x−σd∗0 	a0
σ−d∗0 	a0
xσd∗0 	a0

Anc1z
= ⋃
p∈0d∗0
Up	x

which implies (2.9). By (2.9), for the remaining parts of the proof of (1)
it sufﬁces to show that if there exists p ∈ 0 1 2      − 3 such that
dp = dp+1, then we have
Ancy = U	x
 (2.11)
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We assume  ≥ 3. In the case  = 3 and d0 = d1, by the discussion following
(2.10), we obtain the following diagram:
y3 = xσd0	a0
σ−d∗0 	a0
σd∗0 	a0

↗ ↖
xσd0 	a0
σ−d∗0 	a0

	xσd0 	a0
σ−d∗0 	a0


#
= xσ−d0 	a0
σd∗0 	a0
↑ ↖ ↗ ↑
	xσd0 	a0

#= x−σd∗0 	a0
σ−d∗0 	a0

xσd0 	a0
 xσ−d0 	a0

	xσ−d0 	a0

#= x−σ−d∗0 	a0
σd∗0 	a0

↗↖ ↑ ↖↗ ↑ ↗↖
x−σd∗0 	a0
	x
−σd∗0 	a0


# x x# x−σ−d∗0 	a0
 	x
−σ−d∗0 	a0


#
transition diagram for  = 3 d0 = d1
Suppose that (2.11) is true for  	≥3
. Then, by the induction hypothesis
and (2.9), we have that if d0 = d1 dk = d1	−1
k−1 	k ≥ 1
, then
Ancy+1 = ∪p∈0d∗1Up	xa1
, and if dk0 = dk0+1 for some k0 ∈1      − 2, then Ancy+1 = U	xa1
. In either case, we obtain
Anc+1y+1 = U	x
 and thus (1) follows.
By (1), we have that if dk = d0	−1
k, then Ancy ∪ Ancy#  =
∪p∈0d∗0Up	x
. It is easy to check that the following recursion formula
holds
6k	v y1
 = 5l	v
θ	v

{
1+ ϕ	d∗0q− 1
 − ϕ	d∗0q+ 1

}

6k	v y#1 
 = 5l	v
θ	v
1+ ϕ	d∗0q− 1
 + 2ϕ	d∗0q+ 1

2k	v y+1
 = k	v y
 + k	v y# 

k	v y#+1
 = k	v y

and we have proved (2) and (3). Since d−2 = d−1 ⊕ d∗−1, we have, by (1)
again,
Anc
[	y− σd∗−1	a

#]
=
{ ⋃
p∈−d∗0 −d∗0	1−δ2 

Up	x
 if  = 1 2,
U	x
 if  ≥ 3.
A straightforward computation using (2) yields
2k
(
v 	y−+1σd∗ 	a+1

#
) = k	v 	y− σd∗−1	a

#

+5
l	v
θ	v

6
(
1+ ϕ	d∗0q− 1

+2ϕ	d
∗
0q+ 1
	−1

2
)

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This together with the fact that
6k
(
v
(
y−1 σd∗0 	a1

)#) = 5l	v
θ	v
{1+ ϕ	d∗0q+ 1
 + 2ϕ	d∗0q
}
implies (4) and therefore the lemma follows.
We now deﬁne the sequence for words of ﬁxed length. Let kj ∈  and
j ∈ 0 with k0 = 0. Conﬁning ourselves to Martin kernels, we associate the
quantity K	·
. It is deﬁned by
K	m
 =
m∑
j=0
kj (2.12)
Lemma 2.11. Let K	·
 be deﬁned in 	212
. Let x yK	m+1
 ∈ + such that
yK	m+1
 = x−a0a1 · · · aK	m+1
 where aj ∈  j = 0 1    K	m + 1
 dk ∈
# k = 0 1    K	m+ 1
 − 1 and m ∈ 0 Moreover, the sequence dkk
satisﬁes
k"dk = dk+1 = K	1
 − 1K	2
 − 1    K	m
 − 1
with the convention k"dk = dk+1 =  whenever m = 0. Then there exists
the sequence ξjm+1j=0 ⊂  which satisﬁes ϕ	ξ0 + 1
 = ϕ	ξ0
 = ϕ	ξ0 − 1
 = 0
such that, for q ∈ ◦ and v ∈ Uq	x
,
(1) k	vyK	m+1


= 5
l	v
θ	v

6
(
1+ϕ	d∗0q−1
+
m∑
j=0
ϕ	ξj+q

2K	j

+ 2ϕ	ξm+1+q

2K	m+1

)

(2) k	vy#K	m+1


= 5
l	v
θ	v

6
(
1+ϕ	d∗0q−1
+
m∑
j=0
ϕ	ξj+q

2K	j

− 4ϕ	ξm+1+q

2K	m+1

)

(3) k	v	y−K	m+1
σd∗K	m+1
−1	τ	yK	m+1



#

= 5
l	v
θ	v

6
(
1+ϕ	d∗0q−1
+
m∑
j=0
ϕ	ξj+q

2K	j

+ 4ϕ	ξm+1+q+1
−2ϕ	ξm+1+q−1

2K	m+1

)

Proof. Deﬁne
rj = 5K	j
g	v y−K	j
σr	τ	yK	j




r#j = 5K	j
g	v 	y−K	j
σr	τ	yK	j



#

j = t
[

d∗K	j
−1#
j 
0
j 
0#
j
]

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where tX is the transposed matrix of X. Note that (2.2) and dK	j
−1 ⊕
	−d∗K	j
−1
 ∈ ◦ whence −d
∗
K	j
−1# = 0j . Hence, by Lemma 2.10, we have,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ m,

d∗K	j+1
−1#
j+1 =
1
6
(
1− 	−1

kj+1 + 3
2kj+1
)

d∗K	j
−1#
j +
(
1
2
+ 1
2kj+1
)
0j
+1
6
(
2 + 	−1

kj+1 − 3
2kj+1
)
0#j 
0j+1 =
1
6
(
1+ 2	−1

kj+1
2kj+1
)

d∗K	j
−1#
j
+1
2
0j +
1
3
(
1− 	−1

kj+1
2kj+1
)
0#j 
0#j+1 =
1
6
(
1− 4	−1

kj+1
2kj+1
)

d∗K	j
−1#
j
+1
2
0j +
1
3
(
1+ 2	−1

kj+1
2kj+1
)
0#j 
It follows that
t
[

d∗K	j+1
−1#
j+1 
0
j+1
0#
j+1
]
=
(
Aj+1
2j+1
+ B
)t[

d∗K	j
−1#
j 
0
j 
0#
j
]

where
Aj+1 =


−	−1

kj+1 + 3
6
1
	−1
kj+1 − 3
6
	−1
kj+1
3
0 −	−1

kj+1
3
−2	−1

kj+1
3
0
2	−1
kj+1
3

 and B =
1
6

 1 3 21 3 2
1 3 2

 
so that we obtain
K	m+1
 =
m∏
j=1
(
Am+2−j
2km+2−j
+ B
)
1 (2.13)
Note that by some linear algebra one can show that there exists ξ′ ∈ 
such that
AA−1 ···A3A2
= 1
3


2ϕ	ξ′+1
−ϕ	ξ′
 2ϕ	ξ′
−ϕ	ξ′−1
 2ϕ	ξ′−1
−ϕ	ξ′+1

ϕ	ξ′−1
 ϕ	ξ′+1
 ϕ	ξ′

−2ϕ	ξ′−1
 −2ϕ	ξ′+1
 −2ϕ	ξ′



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which implies
BAA−1 · · ·A3A2 =
1
6


ϕ	ξ′ + 1
 ϕ	ξ′
 ϕ	ξ′ − 1

ϕ	ξ′ + 1
 ϕ	ξ′
 ϕ	ξ′ − 1

ϕ	ξ′ + 1
 ϕ	ξ′
 ϕ	ξ′ − 1


 
Since Aj+1B = 0 and B2 = B, we have, by (2.13),
0m+1 = Am+1AmAm−1 · · ·A3A2121 + BAmAm−1 · · ·A3A2121
+BAm−1 · · ·A3A2121 + · · · + BA3A2121
+BA2121 + B121
where X21 is the 	2 1
-entry of X. On the other hand,
Am+1AmAm−1 · · ·A3A2121
= 1
3 · 2k1
[
ϕ	d∗0q+ 1

{
	−1
k1ϕ	ξ′m+1 + 1

+ 	−1

k1 − 1
2
ϕ	ξ′m+1 − 1

}
−ϕ	d∗0q− 1
ϕ	ξ′m+1 − 1

]

and by the deﬁnition of ϕ, we know that
ϕ	d∗0q+ 1

{
	−1
k1ϕ	ξ′m+1 + 1
 +
	−1
k1 − 1
2
ϕ	ξ′m+1 − 1

}
−ϕ	d∗0q− 1
ϕ	ξ′m+1 − 1
 ∈ ◦
Furthermore,∑
q∈◦
[
ϕ	d∗0q+ 1

{
	−1
k1ϕ	ξ′m+1 + 1
 +
	−1
k1 − 1
2
ϕ	ξ′m+1 − 1

}
−ϕ	d∗0q− 1
ϕ	ξ′m+1 − 1

]
= 0
immediately follows from the fact that
ϕ	d∗0 + 1
 + ϕ	−d∗0 + 1
 = 1 and ϕ	d∗0 − 1
 + ϕ	−d∗0 − 1
 = −1
Thus there exists ξm+1 ∈  such that
Am+1AmAm−1 · · ·A3A2121 =
ϕ	ξm+1 + q

3 · 2k1 
The remaining parts are left to the reader.
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Remark 2.12. It goes without saying that the result for Lemma 2.11 con-
tains Lemma 2.10.
The next lemma gives an ancestor and the Martin kernel of the non-
conjugate area.
Lemma 2.13. Let x y ∈  such that y = xa1a2 · · · a = x−a0a1 · · · a,
where aj ∈  j = 0 1 2      dk ∈ ◦ k = 0 1      − 1, and  ∈ .
Then we have
(1) Ancy = Ancy#  = U0	x
.
(2) Anc
[(
y−−1σd−1	τ	y


)#]
=


⋃
p∈d0δ1 d0
Up	x
 if dk ≡ d0	= 0
,
U0	x
 otherwise
Consequently, we have, for q ∈ ◦ and v ∈ Uq	x
,
(3) k	v y
 = k	v y# 
 = 5l	v
θ	v
δq 0/2.
(4) k	v 	y− σd−1	τ	y


#

=


5l	v
θ	v

(
δ0 q
2
− ϕ	d0q− 1

2
)
if dk ≡ d0	= 0
,
5l	v
θ	v
δq 0/2 otherwise
Proof. We only have to show (2) and (4). We begin with the proof of
(2). By the discussion following (2.10), we know that the lemma holds for
 = 1 2. For  ≥ 2 and dk ≡ d0 	= 0
, we assume Anc	y−−1σd−1	a

# =∪p∈0d0Up	x
 which implies, for a+1 = σd	a
,
Anc
[(
xa1a2a3 · · · aσd	a+1

# =
⋃
p∈0d1
Up	xa1

and therefore we have
Anc
[(
yσd	a+1

#
] = x−a0a1 x−a0σd1	a1
 	x−a0σd1	a1

#
= x−a0a1 x−a0σ2d0	a0
 x−σd0	a0
σ−d0	a0

In all other cases, we may assume that there exists some p ∈ 1 2    
 − 1 such that dp−1 = −dp and dk−1 ≡ dp	p + 1 ≤ ∀k ≤ 
, where
dp ∈ ◦. Then we obtain
Anc−p
[(
y−−1σd−1	a

)#] = ⋃
z∈yp+1y#p+1yp−1σdp 	ap
σ−dp 	ap

Anc1z
= {yp y#p  yp−1σdp−1⊕dp	ap−1
}
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and hence (2) follows. By (2), for the proof of (4) it sufﬁces to show the
following in the case where dk ≡ d0 	= 0
 for 0 ≤ k ≤ − 1:
Anc
[(
y− σd−1	τ	y


)#] = ⋃
p∈d0δ1 d0
Up	x

Let a+1 ∈  such that a+1 = a ⊕ d0. It is easy to check that the following
recursion formula holds
2k
(
v 	y−1 σd0	τ	y1


#
) = 5l	v
θ	v
	δ0q − ϕ	d0q− 1


2k
(
v 	y−+1σd	τ	y+1


#
) = k	v 	y− σd−1	τ	y


#
 + k	v y

This together with the fact that k	v y
 = 5l	v
θ	v
δ0q/2 implies the
results.
Let K	·
 be as in (2.13). Then, for the word aK	i−1
aK	i−1
+1 · · · aK	i
, we
deﬁne the set Hii−1 by
Hii−1 =
{
K	i− 1
 + 1 ≤ k ≤ K	i
 − 1"dk−1 = dk ∈ #
}
(2.14)
and the function pi by
pi	x
 =


1+ ϕ	x− 1
 − ϕ	x+ 1

(
−1
2
)ki
if Hii−1 = ,
1+ ϕ	x− 1
 + ∑
j∈Hii−1
α
	i x

j
2j−K	i−1

− α
	i x

2ki
if Hii−1 = ,
(2.15)
where a sequence α	i x
j j ⊂ ◦ and a constant α	ix
 ∈ ◦ satisfy the
condition ∑
x∈◦
α
	i x

j =
∑
x∈◦
α	i x
 = 0
We summarize the previous lemmas in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.14. Let K	·
 be as in 	213
. Let the set Hii−1 and the func-
tion pi be deﬁned in 	214
 and 	215
, respectively. Let x y ∈  satisfying
k	x y
 > 0. Then y can be written as
yK	m
 = x−a0a1 · · · aK	m
 or 	x#
−a0a1 · · · aK	m

where aj ∈  j = 0 1    K	m
, and m ∈ 0. In addition,
(1) If m = 0, then yK	0
 = x and k	x yK	0

 = 5l	x
.
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(2) If m ≥ 1 a0a1 · · · aK	m
 is the conjugate area, and yK	m
 = x−a0×
a1 · · · aK	m
, then we have, for q ∈ ◦ and v ∈ Uq	x
,
k	v yK	m

 =
5l	v
θ	v

6
(
p1	d∗0q
 +
3α	1d
∗
0q

2K	m

)

k	v y#K	m

 =
5l	v
θ	v

6
(
p1	d∗0q
 −
3α	1d
∗
0q

2K	m

)

(3) If m ≥ 1 a0a1 · · · aK	m
 is the non-conjugate area, and yK	m
 =
x−a0a1 · · · aK	m
, then we have for, q ∈ ◦ and v ∈ Uq	x
,
k	v yK	m

 = k	v y#K	m

 = 5l	v
θ	v
δq 0/2
(4) If m ≥ 1,{
aK	2i−2
aK	2i−2
+1 · · · aK	2i−1
 is the conjugate area,
aK	2i−1
aK	2i−1
+1 · · · aK	2i
 is the non-conjugate area
for i = 1 2     n n+ 1,
yK	2n
 = x−a0a1 · · · aK	2n
 and yK	2n+1
 = x−a0a1 · · · aK	2n+1

then, for q ∈ ◦ and v ∈ Uq	x
, there exist numbers s	q
1  s2     sn ∈ ◦
satisfying
∑
q∈◦ s
	q

1 = 0 such that
k	v yK	2n

 = k	v y#K	2n


=


5l	v
θ	v

6
p1	d∗0q
 if n = 1,
5l	v
θ	v

6
(
p1	d∗0q
 +
n∑
j=2
s
	q

1 s2 · · · sj−1p2j−1	1

2K	2j−2

)
if n ≥ 2,
k	v yK	2n+1

 =
5l	v
θ	v

6
(
p1	d∗0q
 +
n+1∑
j=2
s
	q

1 s2 · · · sj−1p2j−1	1

2K	2j−2

+3s
	q

1 s2 · · · snα	2n+11

2K	2n+1

)

k	v y#K	2n+1

 =
5l	v
θ	v

6
(
p1	d∗0q
 +
n+1∑
j=2
s
	q

1 s2 · · · sj−1p2j−1	1

2K	2j−2

−3s
	q

1 s2 · · · snα	2n+11

2K	2n+1

)

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(5) If m ≥ 1,{
aK	2i−2
aK	2i−2
+1 · · · aK	2i−1
 is the non-conjugate area
aK	2i−1
aK	2i−1
+1 · · · aK	2i
 is the conjugate area
for i = 1 2     n n+ 1,
yK	2n
 = x−a0a1 · · · aK	2n
 and yK	2n+1
 = x−a0a1 · · · aK	2n+1

then there exist numbers s1 s2     sn ∈ ◦ such that, for q ∈ ◦ and v ∈
Uq	x
,
k	v yK	2n

 =
5l	v
θ	v

6
{
3δq 0 − ϕ	d0q− 1

(
n∑
j=1
s1s2 · · · sjp2j	1

2K	2j−1

+3s1s2 · · · snα
	2n1

2K	2n

)}

k	v y#K	2n

 =
5l	v
θ	v

6
{
3δq0 − ϕ	d0q− 1

(
n∑
j=1
s1s2 · · · sjp2j	1

2K	2j−1

−3s1s2 · · · snα
	2n1

2K	2n

)}

k	v yK	2n+1

 = k	v y#K	2n+1


= 5
l	v
θ	v

6
(
3δ0 q − ϕ	d0q− 1

n∑
j=1
s1s2 · · · sjp2j	1

2K	2j−1

)

Proof. Since (2) and (3) follow from Lemmas 2.11 and 2.13 and since
(5) can be proved in the same fashion as (4), we only have to show (4) in
several steps.
For 1 ≤  ≤ K	2n+ 1
, we set xr = x−a0a1a2 · · · a−1σr	a
.
Step 1. For any p ∈ 1 2     n and wK	2p+1
 ∈ U	x0K	2p+1

, we have
g	vwK	2p+1

 =
1
2
{
g	v x0K	2p−1

 + g	v x0#K	2p−1


}
+5
k2p+1χ
	q

p
2K	2p

g
(
x
dK	2p
−1#
K	2p
 wK	2p+1

)
 (2.16)
where
χ
	q

p = 2K	2p−1

{
g	v xdK	2p−1

 − g	v x0#K	2p−1


}
(2.17)
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if x
dK	2p
−1
K	2p
 ∈ AncK	2n+1
−K	2p
yK	2n+1
 and dj ≡ d ∈ −1 1 for K	2p −
1
 ≤ j ≤ K	2p
 − 1 and 0 otherwise.
Indeed, we can prove (2.16) in the following way.
Suppose that d = d∗K	2p−1
−1 in (2.17). By the deﬁnition of the transition
probability,
g	vwK	2p+1

 =
∑
t∈U	x0K	2p


g	v t
g	twK	2p+1


Since d = d∗K	2p−1
−1, we have, by (4) of Lemma 2.13,
g	vwK	2p+1


= ∑
t∈U0	x0K	2p−1


g	vt

(
1
2
− 1
2k2p
)
5k2p+1g	xdK	2p
−1#K	2p
 wK	2p+1


+ ∑
t∈Ud∗
K	2p−1
 	x
0
K	2p−1


g	vt

5k2p+1g	xdK	2p
−1#K	2p
 wK	2p+1


2k2p
+ ∑
t∈U0	x0K	2p−1


g	vt

1−5k2p+1g	xdK	2p
−1#K	2p
 wK	2p+1


2
=
g	vx0K	2p−1

+g	vx0#K	2p−1


2
−
g	vx0K	2p−1

+g	vx0#K	2p−1


2k2p
×5k2p+1g	xdK	2p
−1#K	2p
 wK	2p+1


+
g	vxd
∗
K	2p−1
−1#
K	2p−1
 
+g	vx
d∗K	2p−1
−1
K	2p−1
 

2k2p
×5k2p+1g	xdK	2p
−1#K	2p
 wK	2p+1


=
g	vx0K	2p−1

+g	vx0#K	2p−1


2
+
g	vxd
∗
K	2p−1
−1#
K	2p−1
 
−g	vx0#K	2p−1


2k2p
×5k2p+1g	xdK	2p
−1#K	2p
 wK	2p+1


which is (2.16).
Step 2. We shall prove
χ
	q

p ∈ ◦ and
∑
q∈◦
χ
	q

p = 0 for any p ∈ 1 2     n (2.18)
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Since
∑
q∈◦ χ
	q

p = 0 follows from (2.17), we only have to show that χ	q
p ∈
◦. Using induction over p, the assertion follows immediately. If p = 1,
then, by Lemmas 2.11 and 2.13, we have
χ
	q

1 ∈
{
0 α	1d
∗
0q

1
6
(
4α	1 d
∗
0q+1
 − 2α	1d∗0q−1
 + 4α	1d∗0q

)}

Noting that −6α	1d∗0q−1
 = 4α	1d∗0q+1
 − 2α	1d∗0q−1
 + 4α	1d∗0q
, this implies
that (2.18) is true for p = 1. Suppose that (2.18) is true for p. By (2.16),
we obtain
2K	2p+1

{
g
(
v x
d∗K	2p+1
−1#
K	2p+1

)
− g
(
v x0#K	2p+1

)}
= 10
k2p+1χ
	q

p
2K	2p

{
g
(
x
dK	2p
−1#
K	2p
  x
d∗K	2p+1
−1#
K	2p+1

)
− g
(
x
dK	2p
−1#
K	2p
  x
0#
K	2p+1

)}

On the other hand, by Lemma 2.11 again,
5k2p+1
{
g
(
x
dK	2p
−1#
K	2p
  x
d∗K	2p+1
−1#
K	2p+1

)
− g
(
x
dK	2p
−1#
K	2p
  x
0#
K	2p+1

)}
= 1
6
(
4α	2p+1 1
 − 2α	2p+1 0
 + 4α	2p+1−1
)
and since g
(
x
−dK	2p
−1#
K	2p
  x
d∗K	2p+1
−1#
K	2p+1

)
= g
(
x0K	2p
 x
d∗K	2p+1
−1#
K	2p+1

)
, we have
χ
	q

p+1 ∈
{
0 α	2p+11
χ	q
p −α	2p+10
χ	q
p
}
 (2.19)
That is what (2.18) says.
Step 3. Now, by (2.5) and (2.16), we know that
k	v yK	2n+1

 =
∑
t∈U0	x0K	2n−1


k	v t

2
+ 5
l	v
θ	v

6
(
χ
	q

n p2n+1	1

2K	2n

+ 3χ
	q

n α	2p+11

2K	2n+1

)

Using (2.16) again, we have
∑
t∈U0	x0K	2n−1


k	v t

2
= ∑
t∈U0	x0K	2n−3


k	v t

2
+ ∑
t∈U0	x0K	2n−1


5k2n−1χ	q
n−1
2K	2n−2
+1
g
(
x
d∗K	2n−2
−1#
K	2n−2
  t
)

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This together with the fact that∑
t∈U0	x0K	2n−1


5k2n−1g
(
x
d∗K	2n−2
−1#
K	2n−2
  t
)
= 2p2n−1	1

implies
k	v yK	2n+1


= ∑
t∈U0	x0K	2n−3


k	v t

2
+ 5
l	v
θ	v

6
(
n+1∑
j=n
χ
	q

j−1p2j−1	1

2K	2j−2

+ 3χ
	q

n α	2n+11

2K	2n+1

)

Repeating this process, we have
k	v yK	2n+1


= 5
l	v
θ	v

6
(
p1	d∗0q
 +
n+1∑
j=2
χ
	q

j−1p2j−1	1

2K	2j−2

+ 3χ
	q

n α	2n+1 1

2K	2n+1

)

By construction of χ	q
n in (2.19), there exists a sequence s	q
j j ⊂ ◦ such
that χ	q
n = s	q
1 s2 · · · sn, and hence the theorem follows.
Remark 2.15. This is an additional remark to Theorem 2.14.
(A) We now suppose that y has the form y = x−a1a2 · · · a. Then it
is easily seen that k	x y
 ≤ 5l	x
 for any x y ∈  , so that the function
y %→ k	x y
 is bounded from above. In particular, for any v ∈ U0	x
, we
obtain
5l	v
/4 ≤ k	v y
 ≤ 5l	v
 (2.20)
(B) Of the numbers s1 s2     sn in (4), only s1 depends on q ∈ ◦.
3. THE MARTIN BOUNDARY OF 
In this section, we identify the modulo 5 fractal ∞/∼ with the Martin
boundary 	 of the transition probability function deﬁned in (2.3). We
ﬁrst show the existence of a homeomorphism T  	∞/∼
 → 	 via
Theorem 2.14.
We deﬁne the map ρ  × → +
ρ	x y
 = "rl	x
 − rl	y
" + ∑
u∈
10−l	u
"k	u x
 − k	u y
" (3.1)
where r = 	3−√5
/2. This metric has its origin in [2, 4] and is called the
Martin metric.
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The ρ-completion of  is called the Martin space associated to p where
p is deﬁned in (2.2), denoted by ' . By Remark 2.15, we know that the
functions y %→ k	x y
 	x ∈  
 are extended to ' continuously, which
implies that ' is a compact metric space. The boundary of ' , that is,
∂ ' = ' \ ◦ = ' \ , is called the Martin boundary and is denoted by 	.
Note that 	 is a compact metric space.
Since p is a Markov kernel (in the sense that
∑
y∈ p	x y
 = 1 for every
x ∈  ), we can deﬁne the Markov operator P on  as follows.
Let f be a non-negative function on  . The associated Markov operator
P is deﬁned by
	Pf 
	w
 = ∑
v∈
p	w v
f 	v

and f is called P-excessive if Pf ≤ f and P-harmonic if Pf = f .
Theorem 3.1. ∞/∼ is the Martin boundary 	 of a certain naturally
deﬁned modulo 5 markov chain  (in Deﬁnition 23).
To prove the theorem, it is enough to establish a map T  	∞/∼
 → 	 with
the following statements:
(1) Let x = xk be an inﬁnite sequence of letters and deﬁne x =
x1x2 · · ·x and  ∈ . Then T0	x
 = x is a Cauchy sequence in 	  ρ
.
(2) If x is a Cauchy sequence in  , then x#  is also a Cauchy
sequence. x#  is equivalent to x if l	x
 = →∞.
(3) If T0	x
 = T0	y
 for x = x1x2 · · · and y = y1y2 · · · ∈ ∞, then we
have x ∼ y. Consequently, we can deﬁne the map T  	∞/∼
 → 	 by
T 	x˜
 = x" ∈ ∼
where x = 	x
∈ and x" ∈ ∼ denotes the equivalence class of the
Cauchy sequence x" ∈ .
(4) The map T  	∞/∼
 → 	 is surjective.
(5) T  	∞/∼
 → 	 is a homeomorphism.
Proof. (1) Let v ∈  . If xl	v
 ∈ U	v
, then, by Theorem 2.14, we have
k	v x
 = 0 for all , so that we may assume without loss of generality that
 ≥ l	v
 and xl	v
 ∈ U	v
. Recall that K	·
 is deﬁned in (2.12). We may set
xx+1 · · ·x′−1x′ = xx+1 · · ·x+K	2n+1
−1x+K	2n+1
{
aK	2i−2
aK	2i−2
+1 · · · aK	2i−1
 is the conjugate area
aK	2i−1
aK	2i−1
+1 · · · aK	2i
 is the non-conjugate area
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i = 1 2     n n + 1 and n ∈ . If d−1 ∈ ◦, then, by Theorem 2.14, we
have
"k	v x′ 
 − k	v x
" ≤
5l	v
θ	v

6
∣∣∣∣∣
n+1∑
j=1
p2j−1	1

2+K	2j−2

+ 3α
	2n+11

2+K	2n+1

∣∣∣∣∣
If d−1 ∈ #, then, by Lemma 2.11 and Theorem 2.14 again, we have
"k	v x′ 
 − k	v x
"
≤ 5
l	v
θ	v

6
∣∣∣∣∣
n+1∑
j=2
p2j−1	1

2+K	2j−2

+ 3α
	2n+1 1

2+K	2n+1

+ 1
2n0
(
3
2−n0
+ ∑
j∈H
1
2j−n0
+ 1
2+K	1
−n0
)∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 5
l	v
θ	v

6
∣∣∣∣∣
n+1∑
j=2
1
2+K	2j−2

+ 3
2+K	2n+1

+ 3
2
+ ∑
j∈H
1
2j
+ 1
2+K	1

∣∣∣∣∣
where n0 = maxn"l	v
 ≤ n < , dn−1 ∈ ◦ and H = j" − 1 ≤ j <
+ k1 − 1 dj = dj+1.
In either case, we obtain
"k	v x′ 
 − k	v x
" ≤
5l	v
θ	v

2
∞∑
j=0
1
2j
→ 0 as →∞
The remaining parts can be shown analogously.
(2) Let v ∈  such that xl	v
 ∈ U	v
. By the triangle inequality,
ρ	x x′ 
 ≤ ρ	x x# 
 + ρ	x#  x#′ 
 + ρ	x#′  x′ 

and by (3.1), it sufﬁces to show that
lim
→∞
"k	v x
 − k	v x# 
" = 0
If lim→∞ l	x
 <∞, then the sequence x is eventually constant and so is
x# ; hence it is also a Cauchy sequence. Thus, by Theorem 2.14, we have
"k	v x
 − k	v x# 
" ≤ 5l	v
θ	v
/2 → 0 as →∞
(3) Let x y ∈ ∞ satisfying x = y. Then there exists v ∈  such that
x = vx1x2x3 · · ·  y = vy1y2y3 · · ·  x1 = y1
Assume that T0	x
 = T0	y
 and deﬁne xm = vx1x2 · · ·xm and ym = vy1
y2 · · · ym. Note that, by the deﬁnition of ρ and T0, we have, for any t ∈  ,
lim
m→∞k	t xm
 = k	t x
 = k	t y
 = limm→∞k	t ym
 (3.2)
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Taking t = x1 in (3.2), we have by (2.20), 0 < limm k	x1 xm
, that is,
0 < lim
m→∞k	x1 xm
 = limm→∞k	x1 ym

and hence, by Theorem 2.14, we obtain y1 ∩ U	x1
 =  which implies
y1 = σd	x1
 where d ∈ −1 1. Taking t = x2 in (3.2) and the same
argument as above, we have y2 ∩ U	x2
 =  and hence y2 = σ−d	x1

and x2 = σ2d	x1
. We deﬁne 
 = k ≥ 3"xk = σ2d	x1
,  = k ≥ 3"yk =
σ−d	x1
 and denote  and ′ by  = min
 and ′ = min if 
 =  and
 = , respectively. We shall prove

 =  =  (3.3)
If 
 =  and  = , then, by taking t = x in (3.2), it follows that y ∩
U	x
 = , which is a contradiction. Interchanging x and y, the remaining
parts of the proof for (3.3) sufﬁce in considering the case where 
 = 
and  = . Notice that we may automatically assume  = ′. However, we
obtain y ∩U	x
 = x#−1y ∩U	x
 =  implies (3.3) and thus x# = y.
(4) and (5) follow from [3] and an argument similar to that in (1).
This ﬁnishes the proof.
Therefore, by [4] and the above theorem, we also have shown the follow-
ing.
Corollary 3.2. There exists a Borel set  ⊂ 	 = ∞/∼, called the space
of exits, such that the following hold:
(1) The function k	· z
 is a P-harmonic function on  for every
z ∈ .
(2) For every P-excessive function h ≥ 0, there exists a unique ﬁnite
measure µh on ' such that
h	v
 =
∫
 ∪
k	v y
 dµh	y
 and µh		\
 = 0 (3.4)
(3) y ∈  if and only if µk	· y
	x
 = δx y.
The notion of a space of exits deﬁned in the above corollary will play
an important role in proving the associated Dirichlet problem. By [4], we
already know that a space of exits automatically leads to a solution of the
associated Dirichlet problem (see Corollary 3.4).
Using the above corollary, we also prove that ∞/∼ coincides with a
space of exits .
Corollary 3.3. (1) The function v %→ k	v y
 is P-harmonic on  for
every y ∈ ∞/∼.
(2) 	∞/∼
 = .
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Proof. Since (1) follows from (1) of Theorem 5.6 in [3], we only have
to show (2).
Let y ∈ ∞/∼. Since k	· y
 is P-harmonic on  , by (3) of Corollary 3.2,
the measure µk	·y
 has its support in ∞/∼. Therefore it sufﬁces to show
that
	∞/∼
\y = ⋃
v∈  k	v y
=0
{
ξ ∈ ∞/∼"k	v ξ
 > 0}
Indeed, if v ∈  and k	v y
 = 0, then by (3.4) we have
0 = k	v y
 =
∫
 ∪	∞/∼

k	v ξ
dµk	v y
	ξ

so that µk	v y
	ξ ∈ ' "k	v ξ
 > 0
 = 0 and thus µk	v y
		∞/∼
\
y
 = 0.
Let ξ y ∈ ∞/∼ such that ξ = y. Then we may assume that ξ and y have
a representation ξ = uξ1ξ2 · · ·  y = uy1y2 · · ·, where u ∈  and ξ1 = y1.
By Theorem 2.14, we have ξ1 = σd	y1
, where d ∈ −1 1. If y2 = ym for
some m ≥ 3, then the ﬁrst letter of y# is y1 and hence U	uξ1ξ2 · · · ξm
 ∩
uy1y2 · · · ym = , which implies k	wξ1ξ2 · · · ξm y
 = 0. In addition, if
y2 ∈ U	y1
, then, by Lemma 2.13, we have Ancmuy1ym2  = U0	uy1
, so that
we may assume y = uy1σ2d	y1
∞. On the other hand, if there exists n ≥ 2
such that ξn = σ−d	y1
, then U	uξ1ξ2 · · · ξn
 ∩ uy1y2 · · · yn = . Thus
we have ξ = uξ1ξ2 · · · = uσd	y1
σ−d	y1
∞ = 	uy1σ2d	y1
∞
# = y#, which
implies ξ = y in ∞/∼. This is a contradiction.
Finally, as an application of [3, 4], we mention that harmonic functions
have an integral representation over ∞/∼.
Corollary 3.4. (1) For every bounded P-harmonic function h ≥ 0, µh
is absolutely continuous with respect to µ1 with Radon–Nikodym derivative
dµh/dµ1 such that
h	v
 =
∫
∞/∼
k	v ξ
dµh
dµ1
	ξ
dµ1	ξ

lim
n→∞h	Xn
 =
dµh
dµ1
	X∞
 Prv-ae ∀ v ∈  
∃X∞ , h	v
 = Ev
[
dµh
dµ1
	X∞

]
∀ v ∈  
Here 	Xn
n∈0 denotes the modulo 5 Markov chain  deﬁned in Deﬁnition 23
and Prx is the probability measure concentrated on the paths starting from x
given by
PrxX0 = x0X1 = x1    Xn = xn
= δx x0p	x0 x1
p	x1 x2
 · · ·p	xn−1 xn

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(2) Conversely, for every non-negative µ1-integrable function f on
∞/∼,
hf 	v
 =
∫
∞/∼
k	v ξ
f 	ξ
dµ1	ξ

deﬁnes a P-harmonic function on  and
f 	X∞
 = lim
n→∞hf 	Xn
 Prv-ae ∀ v ∈  
These facts will be useful for further study.
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